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To see what he shares with friends, send him a friend request.

2 Mutual Friends

John Ziegler

DO YOU KNOW JOHN?

Add FriendAdd Friend

John Ziegler shared Aarom Scott Fister's photo.
Yesterday at 6:11pm · Edited · 

Here is Penn State's money being put to good use (by Aaron Fisher with his
girlfriend). Interesting first comment in the thread. Aaron Fisher is either a "liar
or insane" #TickingTimeBomb

Like · Comment · Share

Matt Creamer and 27 others like this.

Phil Bartley What a joke
Yesterday at 6:14pm · Like · 3

Eric Livingston Porvaznik Worst Indecent Proposal re-boot ever. #noshame
Yesterday at 6:17pm · Edited · Like · 2

Francine Birchfield Hamilton such disgraceful lives they live...
Yesterday at 6:16pm · Like · 3
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Rob Farley Sounds like they need a white trash financial advisor.
Yesterday at 6:23pm · Like · 8

Kirby Hengst Pathetic !!!!!!!
Yesterday at 6:30pm · Like · 2

John Veliky Are You F'in kidding me?
Yesterday at 6:31pm · Like · 4

Kirby Hengst Somehow, someway you need to get this to the BOT !!!!!
Yesterday at 6:33pm · Like · 7

John Veliky Who in a right mind would post a pic as that of ones lover or
whatever?Oh now I know!!!!!
Yesterday at 6:38pm · Like · 1

Sharon K Rich Bitner He's an idiot. Looks like $100 bills just being tossed on
that bed. Little creep
Yesterday at 6:38pm · Like · 3

Nick Skias He's an idiot. Thanks BOT.
Yesterday at 6:38pm · Like · 3

Rob Farley I hope he's made some sound financial investments. I'd recommend
a restaurant. Yeah...a fancy restaurant, with plates, and napkins, and everything.
They never go bust.
Yesterday at 6:39pm · Like · 3

Kirby Hengst This needs to be sent to Ken Frazier !!!!!!
Yesterday at 6:41pm · Like · 4

John Veliky Nope!!!! Ken will just snort or pop another sample from Merck.I
believe Tom Wolf Governor of Pennsylvania be best bet.
Yesterday at 6:48pm · Edited · Like · 6

Kirby Hengst This will definitely make the BOTT look like IDIOTS !!!!!
Yesterday at 6:47pm · Like · 2

Tony Whalen Over /Under for bankruptcy? ??? May 2018.
Yesterday at 6:59pm · Edited · Like · 11

Tony Whalen Let's all start sending the BOT postcards with this picture
Yesterday at 7:00pm · Like · 4

John Ziegler I hope you are right Tony Whalen
24 hrs · Like · 4

Rob Farley Needs to be sent to ps4rs as well...
23 hrs · Like · 2

Katrina Blair this ought to make the BOT of PSU proud for they have done. Hey
alumni how you feel about your GREAT PSU now and the BOT? This is what you
get when you pay off liars...........
23 hrs · Like · 7

Painter Timothy i think i need dental work cuz my jaw just hit the floor
23 hrs · Like · 8

Laura Hill Me too Painter Timothy. My sister works her butt off as a preschool
teacher for minimum wage and this is her tuition money at use?!?!?
23 hrs · Like · 1

Laura Hill Kayla Hill Tom Fiore
23 hrs · Like · 1

Kimberly Intorre Unbelievable! I keep wondering how many are 'actual' victims!
Maybe SNAP should see this photo. On second thought, not. These two are
making a mockery of any 'true' victim!!
23 hrs · Like · 4

John Ziegler Kimberly Intorre please keep mind that if Aaron is lying they ALL
have to be lying.
23 hrs · Like · 15

Katrina Blair Kimberly that is what is bruning my butt ... they are NO victims here
in the JS case only tax payers, JS and PSU. When I tried to get some help
through Matt's org. he blocked me. Where were their out cry when Fina and
Corbett got busted with child porn on thier computers NOT ONE OF CRIED OUT
ABOUT IT. NOT 1 WORD. That shows me the only victims here in this case is
JS... the rest are frauds......
23 hrs · Edited · Like · 9

Kimberly Intorre That's what has always concerned me, John.
23 hrs · Like · 4

Katrina Blair Lets get this out to the BOT and all rest and see what they really
have to say..... EXPOSED EVEN MORE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 hrs · Like · 1

Painter Timothy well they keep posting dumb stuff like this they're credibility will
be called into question. They will get sloppy and they're stories will evolve and
change and eventually the lie will be so grand that it will sound like the magic
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bullet theory
23 hrs · Like · 2

Brian W Hassinger

23 hrs · Like

Carolyn Todd How do we know this is real?
23 hrs · Like · 1

Jim Rothenberger Careful. You want to keep this line of "communication" going
as long as possible. He'll eventually figure things out. No need to make it easier
on him.
23 hrs · Like

Katrina Blair Go over to his FB page they were in Nashville Tenn for her
birthday.. DUH.....
23 hrs · Edited · Like · 1

Brian W Hassinger Just posted her note from the trip above.
23 hrs · Like · 2

Jim Rothenberger Spend, spend, spend. The faster the better.
23 hrs · Like · 1

Kirby Hengst What does note say ? I can't read it !!!!
23 hrs · Like

Katrina Blair Click on it Kirby it enlarges it....
23 hrs · Like · 1

Kirby Hengst I tried still can't make it out lol
23 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger "I count my lucky stars my boyfriend takes me on nice trips
for my birthday"
23 hrs · Edited · Like

Jim Rothenberger She;s still in HS I believe, but probably like 19 or 20.
23 hrs · Like · 1

Becca Miller Wow wow wow...
23 hrs · Like · 1

Kirby Hengst Thanks Brian. !!!!!!
23 hrs · Like · 1

Katrina Blair Yes she is still in high school... he dumped his long time gal pal
Sharon Davy and his 2 kids for her and complains that he can't take care of his
kids and maintain his life style as well. So I bet you we tax payers are going to
end up caring for his kids with our tax money
23 hrs · Edited · Like · 5

Brian W Hassinger LOL, love the first comment on the picture. Sierra Nicole
Foster But you just were bitching you can't afford your bills because Sharon
"takes" so much of your money? I'm confused here what message your trying to
get across with bitching about shit like that then posting pics like this? You're
either a liar or insane.#Sorrynotsorry
#Tellitlikeitis
23 hrs · Like · 9

MaryLynne Demetrovic Turosky Disgusting! Really traumatized, huh!
23 hrs · Like · 2

Katrina Blair He has never been TRAUMATIZED he lives taking free cash from
dumb people .... WAKE UP!!!!
23 hrs · Like · 2

MaryLynne Demetrovic Turosky Exactly! They all are liars
23 hrs · Like · 2

Kirby Hengst He has never been traumatized , raped or GROOMED !!!!!!
23 hrs · Like · 4

John Veliky Pretty much moral of this story/pic, is if you have PSU Money,
anything is possible and we are not talking about a trip to Disney!!!!!
23 hrs · Like · 2
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Katrina Blair Note Mom (Dawn) and Gillum isn't around to keep him in line and not
exposing himself ... which he just did to the world........
23 hrs · Like · 1

Allison Halwick Makes me sick to my stomach!!
23 hrs · Like · 2

Christine Bahry Scanned his account -- feel dirty...... new car, new truck, new
jeep, new house.....yup....burning through it
23 hrs · Like · 4

Jim Rothenberger Just another lottery winner.
23 hrs · Like · 3

Pamela Borosque Timlin So I started reading his page complaining about
paying more for daycare when his children's mother has to work. Unreal. And why
doesn't she want him watching him those 3 hrs a day hmmm. His ex might be a
good person to talk to. And kind of strange he isn't having a lawyer fight
that...wonder what she knows?
22 hrs · Like · 5

Steven Keller If she's still in high school isn't this rape
22 hrs · Like · 1

Pamela Borosque Timlin Steven I read up above she is but she is like 19 or 20.
So no statutory rape, just stupidity.
22 hrs · Like · 4

Jim Rothenberger I was joking about that. No idea how old she is.
22 hrs · Like

Kevin Cornman Unreal. He's constantly flaunting money and possessions after
being gifted some of my money.
22 hrs · Like · 3

Sierra Nicole Foster

22 hrs · Like · 4

Katrina Blair Pamela I've been trying to find her but haven't been able to turn
nothing up.... I'm with I want to talk to her she knows a lot... They all are dirty
people and need to investigated as such even the BOT and Gov. people as well.
He's not just another l... See More
22 hrs · Like · 2

Sierra Nicole Foster

22 hrs · Like · 1

Sierra Nicole Foster
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22 hrs · Like · 1

Rob Warner tick, tick, tick, tick.....
22 hrs · Like · 2

Sierra Nicole Foster

22 hrs · Like · 1

Sierra Nicole Foster

22 hrs · Like · 1

Sierra Nicole Foster

22 hrs · Like · 1

Tony Fanella Kirby Hengst Why does this need to be sent to Ken frazer or
anyone on the BOT? What the hell did they expect? Better picture would be
"aledged" victims laying on bed and Ken Frazer and BOT throwing money on
them. The BOT reaped what they sowed, and who the hell is paying for it..
22 hrs · Edited · Like · 5

Kirby Hengst Only to make them look like idiots...... very simple to comprehend
!!!!!!
22 hrs · Like · 1

Karen Rhodes I remember a neighbor and witness for Sandusky, testifying that
Ms. Dawn (mom), was bragging to that neighbor words like, "After I am done with
Penn State, I'm going to have a nice big house, a nice new car, and so much
more....." "M-O-N-E-Y," to the tune of "M-O-U-S-E" in the Mickey Mouse Club
tune!
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20 hrs · Edited · Like · 4

John Ziegler Karen Rhodes I believe that was Elaine Gugerty Steinbacher
20 hrs · Like · 2

Bob Ennamorato Performers are well paid in our society. Have a great script,
learn your lines and deliver them well when the camera is on you, reap the
reward. Instead of having to pay an agent, scriptwriter/lawyer gets a third, but that
still leaves enough to throw around.
20 hrs · Like · 4

Dawn Renee Hennessy Maybe my son should be able to have a life! None of
you know a thing about my son or who he is! He's a great father not only to his
son but his daughter ( non adopted non biological) he has 50/50 custody. Get
over yourselves really. What he does with his life is no ones business .. All u
people do is constantly harass us and personally we are done!! Move on to the
next money making theory Ziegler this is getting old!
18 hrs · Edited · Like

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy for you of all people to claim that this is a
moneymaking venture for me is flat out hilarious! It is your son who made millions
from this scam! I have made absolutely nothing And I have gone out of my way
not to make anything! 

It was you who made the statement quoted at trial that you were going to make a
boatload of money out of this and guess what you did!! Even though your own
son said that Penn State had nothing to do with his abuse and he didn't blame
Penn State!

It was you who admitted you knew your former husband was abusing your own
kids! 

You are a horrible person and a terrible mom who at BEST took advantage of an
institution which had nothing to do with your son's alleged abuse.
17 hrs · Like · 17

Bob Ennamorato These people were used by the State College lawyer who
choregraphed the whole thing for his own benefit. Probably at least a third of all of
the PSU settlements. He is the one who should be investigated and charged.
17 hrs · Like · 4

Dawn Renee Hennessy No I'm sorry I left my ex husband after I came home
from work to find my girls duct taped together, he was physically abusive. I did file
a pfa, I did follow the steps and I am an awesome mother and always there for
my children. 
I had nothing to do with what penn state did or investigators found. I had nothing
to do with the decisions made by them. The only thing I am guilty of is not putting
the pieces together sooner. Not realizing that sandusky was molesting to my son.
Ya know what asshole I will forever hold that on my shoulders. So if it makes you
feel better calling me names go for it but you haven't a god Damn clue.
17 hrs · Edited · Like

John Ziegler LOL Dawn Renee Hennessy yes you're such a great mother that
when you are a drunk Who got married to a serial pedophile abuser of your own
children and then you are unaware that your son is being forced into sex acts up
to 100 times by one of the most famous people in the community! 

Please submit your application for mother of the year!
17 hrs · Edited · Like · 8

John Ziegler Of course you were unaware of Jerry abusing Aaron because Jerry
never abused Aaron!
17 hrs · Like · 7

John Ziegler And Dawn Renee Hennessy your family stole money from Penn
State even though your son was not abused by Jerry Sandusky and said on his
book tour he didn't blame Penn State! But I am the person who is the money
grabber here! 

Yes! 

Are you drunk right now?!
17 hrs · Like · 5

Dawn Renee Hennessy You really are something. Since when am I a drunk?
17 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I don't blame penn state, only the people who did
nothing to save these kids. Only those that had suspicion and never reported it
and the friggen monster that molested my son.
17 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I'm telling you now, do not harass myself or my family
again. I will file harassment charges if you do not stop
17 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy you talk all the time on your Facebook
page about being drunk! It's well known that you are a drunk and a money
grubber!
17 hrs · Like · 4

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy if you don't blame Penn State and your son
doesn't blame Penn State then why did you guys take millions of dollars from
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Penn State?!
17 hrs · Like · 6

Dawn Renee Hennessy I did nothing of the sort
END OF CONVERSATION !
17 hrs · Like

John Ziegler Harassment charges?!!!! LOL you commented on my Facebook
page! Please do!
17 hrs · Like · 3

Dawn Renee Hennessy No you stole my child's photos. You violated my privacy
and my sons. You are s total loser! I saw naked pics of your daughter in the bath
tub with a nasty comment about bathing with daddy... Your a sicko just like
sandusky
17 hrs · Like

John Ziegler LOL Dawn Renee Hennessy thanks for proving exactly what I
suspected that it was you who made that absurd Facebook complaint. My
suspicions about the case are almost always right. This helps me be even more
confident that your son was never abused by Jerry!
16 hrs · Edited · Like · 8

Jon Gordon Ms. Hennessy, in John's defense, there is no such thing as
"stealing" photo's from FB. They are common property for all of the world to copy
and use as they wish.(I disagree with this and think FB should change this as it is
a privacy issue). If you w... See More
15 hrs · Like · 9

Nancy Lee Dawn I'm not here to judge what Aaron does with his money -
however, I am very interested in why he has not yet addressed Child Youth
Services or Depart of Welfare? Doesn't he care that this doesn't happen to other
kids? I doesn't appear that way.
12 hrs · Like · 6

Kirby Hengst Yes Nancy Lee, you would think if he was REALLY abused by not
one but two people that he would want to help !!!! I guess not !!!! Lol They got
what they wanted .....MOMMY is $$$ RICH $$$$.... son and girlfriend is $ RICH
$$$$$$
11 hrs · Like · 2

Dawn Renee Hennessy I think your right, fb is wrong for allowing people to take
your personal photos. I don't think there is anything wrong with this photo, it's was
a fun thing. I think ppl like John have to make it something it's not. I know for a
fact that his Gf does not appreciate being dragged into some bashing of Aaron.
As far as John pic of his daughter in bathtub, I found it offensive, she's naked in a
bath tub. That borders child pornography, how do you know some nasty sicko
wasn't stealing that pic? I bean really? Not to mention do you ever think how
johns daughter would feel growing up and seeing her naked body all over the
Internet. It's just wrong, my opinion! 
I'm not sure what your talking about , addressed cys or dept of welfare?
Addressed for what? The investigators did there thing. They didn't file charges
and that also has nothing to do with my son or myself
11 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Who's rich mr Kirby? Def not me!!! I work, my husbands
works. I'm not sure where all this rich stuff comes from
11 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I don't suppose anyone has told anyone here that my
son and I travel, we do workshops and trainings at conferences on sexual abuse.
Most consist on dept of welfare, police investigators and cys employees. I try to
do good, I'm called a bad mother by Ziegler I'm called a drunk, which I am not.
My son is a good father to his kids and money seems to be the issue here. Not
the truth! The truth is jerry made his way into my family. He took my son to his
home and to campus. He molested him repeatedly. He tried to take over as
Aarons parent. Always said I will handle him. I will talk to him. I took Aaron to
school psychologist. Not once but twice, only for them to say jerry was a good
influence and Aaron was just trying to be a man and I didn't have a husband!!!
Seriously what does not having a husband have to do with my son obsessively
bed wetting, getting violent, pulling away from things he loved. 
You know what you will continue to think what you want. Ziegler doesn't know the
half of it. Sandusky molested all these kids. Anyone who had suspicions should
have reported it .. There is no gray area there. You wouldn't be slamming some
victims of sexual abuse mr Ziegler if your child was molested! U know what? Sad
thing is, most parents don't know. Most kids don't tell . Your child could be
molested at school, daycare, the neighbors, the ppl you learn to trust. It happens
in big numbers ppl and maybe you should all be more concerned about that!!!
10 hrs · Like

Kirby Hengst If your son was so called ABUSED , why isn't he reaching out and
trying to help others ?????
10 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy He is and does!
10 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger Just a curious question, wasn't your son the one from the
high school where the principal ignored the accusations? Why didn't you go after
them, instead of PSU and Joe Paterno.
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10 hrs · Edited · Like · 3

Dawn Renee Hennessy We've been all over United States . We've made a dvd
for kids with bill Walsh in Dallas. We took copies to my children's school which is
not keystone central! Keystone central board thinks they have no problems at
there schools and refused any speeches, DVDs, or help with getting children to
talk. We did a children's workshop talking to kids eight and up and ya know what
a woman to me afterwords and said her son 8 just told her he was abused
sexually. So ya know what, John reports only things that try to prove sandusky is
innocent. I'm telling you he is not innocent. He has been doing this for a long time
and my son stopped him! For that he is a hero and sandusky messed with the
wrong kid! My son and I have a great relationship! I've raised my kids right! The
reason sandusky got caught is my family didn't really fit the broken home,
disadvantaged status of some of the other victims. My son always had me, I'm his
biggest fan, there no matter what I raised him, I went to all his sporting events. I
didn't need man for that!
10 hrs · Like

Kirby Hengst But why at first did your son say nothing happened and then he
changes his story at trial ????
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I did not go after joe. I had nothing to do with any of
that. I did go after the high school. Won't get anywhere here! I went to board
meetings I talked to dept of edu! I've done all I could do! I however have nothing
to do with ncaa, anything joe said in grand jury or what emails were sent ect! I
was shocked believe me
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Not true, he always even at school said sexual things
happened and he wanted it to stop!
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy They wouldn't call police and told me to go home
10 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy I went right to cys.
10 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger Why hasn't no charges been brought against the high
school?
10 hrs · Like · 3

John J. Hamilton And yet it continued ... and your child was abused ... over and
over ... and you had no idea it was going on ... and did nothing to put a stop to it ?
And that was by your own husband? You and your son are TRUE heros ... to
somebody ?
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I don't know! I wish there was!
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy What? My ex husband molestef girls! Not my kids.
10 hrs · Like

Tim Roscioli Great work John, we need you sir!
10 hrs · Like · 2

Dawn Renee Hennessy Not when I was married to him either! He physically
abused me! Yep I was young and dumb. I lived with it, then I fought back, then he
got my kids and I left, filed a pfa ect!
10 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton So ... are you still formulating your answer to Kirby Hengst ?
Or are you two sticking to the Matt Sandusky defense by ignoring the question?
So which story was a lie ... the one when he said nothing happened or the one he
and that shyster lawyer told PSU when they were lining up for the money ? One
of them has to be a lie ?
10 hrs · Like · 4

Dawn Renee Hennessy Can anyone here tell me they know for a fact there child
wasn't abused sexually at day care or school or at the neighbor kids house???
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I did answer that question!
10 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton Where in your head ?
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Let me tell you people! You are not wise to think that
your child will tell you, that you will know! You won't esp if it's someone the parent
trusts
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy 11 comments up dude!
10 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton "Can anyone here tell me they know for a fact there child
wasn't abused sexually at day care or school or at the neighbor kids house??? "
How about in you own house ?
10 hrs · Like
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Kirby Hengst Yes, my two were not MOLESTED !!!!!
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy And u know that why
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Because you are with them 24/7, because you know
and trust the ppl around your child? Because you do background checks and
check Megan's law?
10 hrs · Like

Kirby Hengst You are trying to change subject ......why did your son change his
story at trial ???
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Sorry , no one is with there child 24/7 and all the trust in
the world isn't enough! Kids don't want t to tell.., this is why right here.. They are
called liars, they are put in front of a bunch of ppl and embarrassed
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy He didn't that I'm aware of.
10 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton Dudette ... 11 of your comments ... "We've been all over United
States . We've made a dvd for kids with bill Walsh in Dallas. We took copies to
my children's school which is not keystone central! Keystone central board thinks
they have no problems at there schools and refused any speeches, DVDs, or
help with getting children to talk. We did a children's workshop talking to kids
eight and up and ya know what a woman to me afterwords and said her son 8
just told her he was abused sexually. So ya know what, John reports only things
that try to prove sandusky is innocent. I'm telling you he is not innocent. He has
been doing this for a long time and my son stopped him! For that he is a hero and
sandusky messed with the wrong kid! My son and I have a great relationship! I've
raised my kids right! The reason sandusky got caught is my family didn't really fit
the broken home, disadvantaged status of some of the other victims. My son
always had me, I'm his biggest fan, there no matter what I raised him, I went to all
his sporting events. I didn't need man for that! "
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Not true, he always even at school said sexual things
happened and he wanted it to stop!
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy That's 11 comments for me!
10 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton Or 11 comments from the Dude remark ... "Why hasn't no
charges been brought against the high school?" Dudette ... you really are
confused/confusing !!
10 hrs · Like

Missy Griffin Klens How does CMHS get away scot-free? Turchetta is the
principal now?
10 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy How do I know? It was reported! I've been shot down by
commissioners telling us to leave school alone! Mike Gillum was let go because
of things said against this school!
10 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy I don't think he is but my kids don't go there! Probst
retired to get away from the heat I imagine. Turchetta, from his grand jury
testimony should be in trouble for not reporting his suspicions.
10 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton Why won't you answer the question again ... or just cut and
paste ? I think anyone the follows these posts know perfectly well why you don't !!
10 hrs · Like

Missy Griffin Klens He is the principal. I just checked. So how do the
Commissioners prevent a lawsuit, I wonder?
10 hrs · Like · 1

Nancy Lee Dawn - no one has been in your shoes - so I can't imagine. I'm
certainly not judging anything about you. Kudos for trying to educate. I am
however concerned about kids in PA. If we remove PSU from the conversation
(because 3 ppl still haven't been tried in a court) - but how does the system
(CMHS, CYS, DWP) that gets tons of money to PROTECT children like Aaron get
away with no changes, no investigation, Your family was certainly a victim of their
NOT doing their jobs - I'd love to hear your opinion to help stop it from there.
10 hrs · Like · 2

Dawn Renee Hennessy I did answer it. He didn't change his story, he did not go
into all the detail at first and he did not in court either! More happened to him he
didn't even admit in court and ya know what it doesn't matter.
10 hrs · Like

Kirby Hengst Why did he CHANGE his story at trial ???? Simple question !!!!
10 hrs · Like
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Dawn Renee Hennessy How do I file lawsuit. Dept of education said they were
investigating it. I can't file one, find me an attorney willing to go against this school
district
10 hrs · Like · 1

John J. Hamilton "How do I know? It was reported! I've been shot down by
commissioners telling us to leave school alone!" And just like "Joe" you quit ...no
follow up ... no pursuit until justice, and the bad guys, have been vanquished ...
Right ? Guess you and your son are in the same boat ?
10 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy What are u talking about? How did his story change, I
don't understand I wasn't in the court room
9 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton You guys found one to go against the might and all knowing
PSU ... REALLY Dawn ... REALLY ?
9 hrs · Like

Missy Griffin Klens Dawn, have you gotten any help from PCAR?
9 hrs · Like · 1

John J. Hamilton "What are u talking about? How did his story change, I don't
understand I wasn't in the court room" Can you not read Dawn ? Or would that be
against your shyster lawyers recomendations ?
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Tried and I didn't not have anything to say or do about
joe or what happened to him . It's ppl like Ziegler saying we did! No one ever
asked us what to do about joe. I'm not predident of penn state, I have no control
over ncaa and ya know what I don't even really know what that is..
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy What is pcar
9 hrs · Edited · Like · 2

Missy Griffin Klens PCAR-- Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape. They should
be advocating on your behalf.
9 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy No I refuse to read any transcripts. I can handle the sick
things he did to my child!
9 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger Why haven't any of these victims spoke up for Joe or any of
the other innocent people who got drug into this mess. Pedophile's hide in plain
sight. Why blame everybody else?
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy No one advocated for us! We advocate for ourselves I
guess
9 hrs · Like · 1

Kirby Hengst What did u just say Dawn ????? FIND ME AN ATTORNEY ??????
WOW !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! LOL
9 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy I didn't blame anyone! That was psu decision, I didn't
ask for it and I have my own feelings on it
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy No asshole I didn't!
9 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton Actually Dawn ... you did ... and if you are too ignorant to
realize that then I guess we have reached the heart of the problem with you and
your son ... stick to your shyster lawyers story !!
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy No I didn't
9 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger I think things would have been different if they would have
spoke up. Thanks for at least answering my questions.
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy How do I have any say is what other ppl do with their
employees.
9 hrs · Like

Kirby Hengst I have a
9 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger They could have spoke up in court.
9 hrs · Like

Kevin Koharki following
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I'm not a jerk! I am however tired of being harassed and
tired of my son and these other victims being called liars and money grubbers!
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9 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella This Dawn seems like a real whack job. Her and her family seem to
be a magnet for abuse of one kind or another. Hell her and son do a heck of a lot
of posting and commenting. Her comments about John and daughter, really not
even worth a comment. But, it does seem strange that she sees porn in things
that are not there. Wonder how many other pictures of families she looks at and
thinks porn. his woman need help on an institutional level. Bottom line she knws
what she and son did, she is well aware of scam. Period....
9 hrs · Like · 1

Brian W Hassinger I didn't call any names, I was trying to be polite.
9 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton "I didn't blame anyone! That was psu decision, I didn't ask for it
and I have my own feelings on it" ... "No one advocated for us! We advocate for
ourselves I guess" You and your son must be pretty good negotiators to swindle
that kind of money out of an organization that was only concerned with their
employees ?
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Who could have spoke up in court? What court I was
never at any hearings that have to do with penn state
9 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton Nor was you son ... right ?
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Whatever!!! Call me what you will! I don't have to defend
myself to you!
9 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger The victims could have spoke up in defense of Joe. They
know he wasn't involved in a cover up.
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy No my son was not at any penn state hearings not one
9 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella Brian if any of these victims are anything like dawn on her son then
there are no victims. She sure dont like it when accusations true or not come her
way. Hell she is as phony as her son....
9 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy I don't know that! I don't know what he knew . I know I
met him a few times. I know what his testimony was to grand jury and I heard
about the emails . I
9 hrs · Like

Kathy Kuchka Seelhorst I am floored that you think John's picture of his sweet
little girl is child porn. I am disturbed that you reported it as such. It reflects your
mindset. If a pic of a lil girl happily taking a bath is porn to you, then I think you
see much of the world in that ugly way.
9 hrs · Like · 1

John J. Hamilton What about the "Court of Public Opinion" where this has been
playing out ? "No my son was not at any penn state hearings not one" and yet he
managed to get a settlement ... and YOU want justice ?
9 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger Joe came to my aid as a child, I know for a fact if he really
knew, he would've done more.
9 hrs · Like · 4

Dawn Renee Hennessy No mam I didn't. I just clicked the I don't like this button.
I don't think ppl should make comments about my son Aaron wrestling in my
living room with his lil brother saying he's naked.. He had his shirt off!!! Turn about
is fair play!!!!
9 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger Hopefully you didn't view my questions as an attack, I'm just
seeking the truth.
9 hrs · Like · 1

John J. Hamilton From the darkest of minds come the darkest of tales and you
Dawn are in a very dark place ... have your son spend some of "The Peoples"
money on some professional help ... for the both of you !!
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Glad you know. I don't think taking the wins was right, I
don't think hurting the students or players of penn state was right but I don't know
only what I heard about Joe and his testimony and emails
9 hrs · Like

Kathy Kuchka Seelhorst I assume you are talking about a remark made by
John? So you just wanted to get back at him.
9 hrs · Like

Brian W Hassinger 1 email said coach, no one ever called Joe coach.
9 hrs · Like
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Dawn Renee Hennessy Listen mr Hamilton I'm not attacking you, why are u attacking
me
9 hrs · Like · 2

Dawn Renee Hennessy No I didn't do anything but hit the I don't like this
button!!! I commented to John in pm that I thought that was inappropriate . My
opinion lady and opinions are like addholes .. Everybody's got one!
9 hrs · Like · 1

John Herritt Are you sure that isn't book residual money?
9 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton No attack ... just observations Dudette ? I sincerely hope your
not as offended by my comments as I am with people scamming PSU and
shyster lawyers that help them ? Oh ... and by the way ... you still haven't
answered the question Mr. Kirby Hengst proposed ?
9 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy I read the report and heard of emails Brian and I didn't
physically see any of them. I didn't have any say in any of what happened to joe!
That was all from the school he made legend!! They wanted damage control ! Not
anything to do with me
9 hrs · Like

Kirby Hengst I think she has to phone a friend........aka..... her LAWYER or
should I say her SONS lawyer lol
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I don't know why ppl keep going off about money I'm far
from rich!! I work, co authored a book and my husband works. I own a primitive
craft shop and travel around to speak on abuse.. And I'm such a bad person
why???
9 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy So I guess I'm done being attacked! You want answers
but just want to name call me and act like an angry linch mob! I have animals to
take care of and obviously this was s waste of time!
9 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton Oh ... you have animals to take care of Dudette ... and some
demons too !!
9 hrs · Like

Kirby Hengst We are saying you are a bad person because your son lied and
changed his story at trial because Matt Sandusky changed his story and you just
happen to be his mother !!!!
9 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton But you keep believing ...
9 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy We knew nothing about Matt till after the trial! I don't
doubt him one bit though! The childhood things, the way sandusky was with matts
bio mom. He tried that with me too! No one parents my kids but me!
9 hrs · Like

John Herritt It's ridiculous to harp on the money! What are they going to do ask
him to give it back? Penn State paid out this 'hush' money in hopes that they
make the whole thing go away! They (Penn State) didn't ask any questions to
make sure that these 'victims' were actually molested on University property!
Dawn- I have no clue what you said but no one deserves to be criticized about
this subject. And no, Dawn you sound like a very good person.
9 hrs · Like · 1

John J. Hamilton "And no, Dawn you sound like a very good person." ... who
had no clue what was going on in her home, with her husband or her son ... for
years ? A real model for society ? And yes ... screw the money ... I mean, look at
all the peace and joy it has brought them ?
9 hrs · Edited · Like

Kathy Kuchka Seelhorst Yes, we all have opinions, along with Addholes. But
having and voicing opinions that affect others, that skews intents and that causes
damage, that's low, real low. Whether it relates to You, your son, or John Zeigler
it's low. Don't you agree?
9 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton "They wanted damage control ! Not anything to do with me" ...
is it not delusional to think that the payment PSU made to your son was NOT
"Damage Control" ? And you still haven't answered the question Mr. Kirby Hengst
proposed ?
9 hrs · Edited · Like · 1

John J. Hamilton Kirby Hengst ... did the Dudette answer the question or did I
miss something ?
8 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I never voiced any opinions. Jerry Sandusky is guilty.
End of discussion !!!
8 hrs · Like
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John J. Hamilton "I never voiced any opinions" ... you really are delusional ...
8 hrs · Like

Kirby Hengst John Hamilton...... sorta but in her own way . She says he didn't
change his story at trial which we all know he did and that her and her son didn't
know Matt Sandusky changed his story till after trial ????? Go figure. !!!!!!
8 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy No I said I didn't know Matt sandusky said jerry
molested him till after trial. No one told me anything or my son
8 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton I guess "opinions" ... with out any reasoning or truth ... are
what these two depend on ... or can we all blame their Shyster lawyer ?
8 hrs · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy Your not worth my time mr Hamilton. I have animals to
care for, done wasting my breath !!! Have a good day!
8 hrs · Like · 1

John J. Hamilton Ok Dudette ... so answer one more question before you do
your chores ... did your son lie when he said nothing happened or when he
negotiated his settlement with PSU ?
8 hrs · Like

Kirby Hengst We all know he lied and so did Matt S. !!!!!!!!!
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella The more I think about after reading Dawn's depiction of JZ's
innocent post with his daughter, I have to wonder were she is coming from.
People should be aware there are people out there that may be looking at
pictures of your children or grandchildren from a pornographic point of view. A
disgusting point of view. Funny how people that are always trying to justify
theirself attack others.
8 hrs · Edited · Like · 1

Tony Fanella Dawn how do you know what heppened to these boys?
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella John J. Hamilton dont you love the way people in their early 50's I
am assuming that is Dawn, for soem reason still think they are kids hence her
use of the word "dude." Love you response, "dudette," good one. LOL
8 hrs · Edited · Like

Tony Fanella Older?
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella Dawn how does someone go about stealing pictures posted on
facebook?
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella Dawn please do me a favor if I post any pictures of my
grandchildren, dont look at them.
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella Surf LOL. never heard of you beofre today.
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella "retard" that your mindset? Seems to be. I have a grandaughter
with Dowsn Syndrome and to me that is very offensive, but pretty much what to
expeect from likes of you.
8 hrs · Edited · Like

Tony Fanella No you post all your stuff for everyone.
8 hrs · Like · 1

Tony Fanella JZ mnust have hit a nerve with you and your sone.
8 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton We are aware of that "child with issues" ... he posts to FB all
the time ...
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella See John Hamilton the name calling starts, when they got nothing
else. The middle aged gal (wont use the word lady) used the term "retard" to me
which is very offensive and you see the one she called you, so this is what you
get.
8 hrs · Like · 1

Tony Fanella How did he get that money to take trip.
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella your here I believe....
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella he works, yea OK..
8 hrs · Like · 1

Tony Fanella He is a grown up needs his mommy to defend him, seems if you
would have done that earlier,,,hmmm
8 hrs · Like · 1
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John J. Hamilton That may be Dawn ... but the one that posts to FB ... that puts it out
in the public domain ... for all the world to see ... that's the one we are talking about ? If
he really wanted a "Normal" life he would take his money and disappear into the
background ? But I guess when the abnormal life begins so young it's hard to sort all of
that out ... even for his protector ?
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella I never said a word to your son or do I ever care to...
8 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton At least "Lately" you have Dudette !! I sure some of your kids
might disagree ?
8 hrs · Edited · Like

Tony Fanella Now dawn I think I am going to report you for using the term
"retard" I get a kick how you tried to turn it around, your not even clever.
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella then I will inform every Downs Syndrome site I know of....
8 hrs · Like

John J. Hamilton Wow Dudette ... it's time to go tend to my own "animals" ...
8 hrs · Like

Tony Fanella and this from an alledged "victims" mother...
8 hrs · Like · 1

Tony Fanella Me too John Im tiring of this felxibly logical whatever you want to
call it, she is getting to be a bore....
8 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler Layton Harman
8 hrs · Like

Greg DeVoir Transference, Dawn? How's your son's biological Dad doing these
days? Where were you when that all went down?
7 hrs · Like

Nancy Lee Dawn, just as you don't want ppl to characterize you, please don't
lump me in with these people giving you a hard time. I am sincerely trying to
understand what happened - and most importantly how things need to improve
within PA. I count my blessings... See More
7 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy I changed my mind because I realized the
truth after getting far more information. I couldn't care less about Penn State.
Ironically, a big part of why I changed my mind was your son. 

There is just no way your son's story makes an... See More
7 hrs · Like · 8

Matt Creamer Dawn, Just the fact that you monitor John Ziegler's Facebook
page shows the amount of guilt and how you are worried about the real truth
coming out in this. Here's a serious proposal. Would Aaron allow a lie detector
test in exchange for 10k towards your mission and trips to educate people on
child sex abuse? Then we could know and put this whole thing to rest.
7 hrs · Like · 8

John Ziegler Layton Harman
7 hrs · Like · 1

Matt Creamer Dawn let's put this thing to bed. 10k donation to your child abuse
crusade for an independent lie detector test. How does that sound?? Easy money
right??
7 hrs · Like · 4

Ken Erdley Wow. I was wondering how I could decompress from the Super Bowl
last night. Then I read this thread. Was there a game yesterday?
7 hrs · Like · 6

Nams Noodle Funny you have to rely on Eileen Morgan to help protect your sons
lies.
7 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy thanks for confirming which team Eileen
Morgan plays for.
7 hrs · Like · 5

Nams Noodle And obviously that's a lie that you don't monitor his page when you
already admitted you false flagged a picture of his daughter. You obviously "stalk"
Ziegler as well Dawn.
7 hrs · Like · 4

Nams Noodle https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PH5tiCNCNhc

Friends of Aaron Fisher Say He Lied About
His Relationship with Jerry Sandusky
Article on Aaron Fisher's stepfather Eric Daniels- 
YOUTUBE.COM

http://fra...
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7 hrs · Like · 4

Marianne Young John, Every time you summarize things I'm proud of you. One
day the liars will be found out and we'll bring Jerry home. I walk in faith with
Dottie, Jerry, their children & friends.
7 hrs · Like · 2

Nams Noodle Do you realize why that was significant Dawn? It was because
wrestling was allegedly a way Jerry groomed/abused Aaron. I would think
wrestling would be traumatic for Aaron because of it, not bringin him back "mad
memories"
7 hrs · Like · 5

Jennifer Hatton Dawn - You are smoking crack. I have NEVER seen John post
anything inappropriate, including pics of nude children.
7 hrs · Like · 2

Jennifer Hatton Perhaps Dawn is the one who needs to be reported for
harassment?
7 hrs · Like · 2

Nams Noodle Now you're making lies up about me posting nude photos of my
nephew? I'd love for you to tell that to my sister. See how "brave" you are then
Dawn.
7 hrs · Like · 2

Marianne Young Exactly! Aaron shows no trauma.
7 hrs · Like · 2

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy that's not Close to what I said about that
photo! It's remarkable how much you lie and what a hypocrite you are! I said that
it is odd that he would post such a photo with him wrestling while nearly naked
when his allegation is that Jerry used wrestling with him in the grooming process!

If wrestling was really had such important role in such a horrific several year long
experience for Aaron, I would think that he wouldn't want to engage in such
behavior and wouldn't post it on FB saying he had such great "memories" of
wrestling as a kid.
7 hrs · Like · 3

Matt Creamer Wow. Dawn. Seriously no response to my post about 10k in
exchange for Aaron taking an independent lie detector test? He can prove we are
all wrong.
7 hrs · Like · 3

Emily McMannes Woooooowwwwww. This thread is very disturbing. More
accurately, the insight to Dawn's character is very disturbing. Whole lotta
transference going on here...scary.
7 hrs · Like · 3

Nams Noodle Keep bringing the heat guys.
6 hrs · Like

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy I didn't complain to Facebook about
Aaron's photo, you did that with my two year old that was perfectly innocent. If
you think those two things are remotely analogous you are a liar, an idiot, or both.
Here is the photo

6 hrs · Like

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy why won't you answer direct questions
then?! Why do you seen to WANT to believe that your son was abused by
Jerry?!!
6 hrs · Like · 1

Bill Porter Oh come on Dawn. You and Aaron Picked Sandusky because your ex
had had no money. Then when PSU opened the checkbook you must of jumped
for joy. By the way there is another so called "Victim" who buys drinks for
everyone in a bar in Milroy every Friday night. Probably to cope with his made up
testimony at the the hands of investigators.
6 hrs · Like · 1

Matt Creamer Dawn, will Aaron take an independent lie detector test for 10k
donation to your child abuse crusade? That would end anybody thinking JS is
innocent.
6 hrs · Like · 1
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Matt Creamer Yeah you got enough of PSU's money for a sham of a story
6 hrs · Like

Matt Creamer Kinda sad, you are guilty of raping the system. I'd call that abuse.
6 hrs · Like

Bill Porter Dawn your scared of the results that is why he won't take a lie
detector test. End of story. You and Aaron are liars.
6 hrs · Like · 2

John Ziegler So now Dawn Renee Hennessy has (again) just frivolously made a
claim against me to Facebook!!! I wonder where her son Aaron got the idea it was
okay to make false claims against people for his own gain?!!

Dawn, please keep exposing yourself! You have done so in a FAR more
damaging way than I ever have or would with my daughter!!
6 hrs · Like · 2

Bill Porter Dawn no lie detector test. No truth to your and aaron's story.
6 hrs · Like

Matt Creamer All of us would go away, you would have REAL proof that his
occurred. I know unfortunately, this would lead to the real truth, that nothing ever
happened.
6 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy on what are you basing your belief that
Aaron was abused by Jerry?
6 hrs · Like

Nams Noodle Again people, keep applying the pressure and bring on the geat
with FACTS!
6 hrs · Like · 1

Matt Creamer No, i would believe it. Could you ask Aaron, tell him we would help
him with his child support payments he was so worried about.
6 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler So to be clear Dawn Renee Hennessy you have no basis other
than a jury verdict, to believe that your son was abused by Jerry?
6 hrs · Like · 2

Matt Creamer But your Ex Husband who lived in your house, with you, aaron,
and daughters, YOU know for a fact didn't rape aaron?
6 hrs · Like · 1

Laura Hill Hope someone is taking screen shots of this before the lawyer finds
outs!!!
6 hrs · Like · 2

Matt Creamer How do you know that? I am curious
6 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy so your belief that your son engaged in
oral sex with Jerry Sandusky possibly 100 times over several years is that Jerry
wanted to spend time with him after you (as you wrote in your book) told him he
you were glad he was in Aaron's life so as to take him away from Eric
Daniels?!!!!!

Seriously?!!!
6 hrs · Edited · Like · 4

Marianne Young Funny how defensive the liars group is when heated....Jerry
knows he's innocent and continues to believe this injustice will be righted! I
believe too! Thank you John for exposing these people for the world to see.
6 hrs · Like · 1

Matt Creamer So you were married to this guy for how long? And he was never
left alone with the kids? Come on do you think we are the jury at Aarons trial?
6 hrs · Like · 2

Greg DeVoir You know what's insensitive to the victims, if there were any?
Rolling around in your "new" money and posting it on social media. Disgusting.
6 hrs · Like · 5

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy as usual, you didn't answer the question. 

You have no answer because there is none! You have NOTHING to base your
belief on. Nothing. And yet you want to believe that Aaron was abused by Jerry!
That is just flat out sick!... See More
6 hrs · Like · 2

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy you should reread pages 10-13 of your
book.
6 hrs · Like

Jim Mannion The lady(s) doth protest too much, methinks.
6 hrs · Like · 2

Frederick J. Hepburn IF you read through the Corman case depositions of
Erickson, Masser, Marsh and Frazier, it's becoming quite clear that everyone is
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coming clean - I mean telling the truth about what actually happened with Jerry
Sandusky. The truth that no abuse went on at all. So I would encourage anyone
who knows the truth to speak up before it's too late.
6 hrs · Like · 4

Chris Klahr This is mind boggling.
6 hrs · Like · 3

Anson Gehman "They wouldn't call the police and told me to go home.
Dawn, I'm in this too.
Now answer me please.
Who is "they"?
Who told you to "go home" after you spoke to them of the abuse??
Who?
5 hrs · Edited · Like · 1

Matt Creamer Dawn, so if your Ex Husband was gone by the time JS came into
Aaron's life and Aaron was able to protect you from abuse and push him over a
child gate, why couldn't he protect himself from Sandusky when he was older? He
was a wrestler right?
6 hrs · Like · 3

Laura Hill Agree Chris Klahr. Wondering why the main stream media hasn't
picked this up yet...
6 hrs · Like · 2

Matt Creamer Dawn, I don't think you know much about sexual abuse. You are
really good at telling Tall Tales though.
6 hrs · Like · 2

Matt Creamer But he knew to jump on your Ex Husband, to protect you, many
years earlier?
6 hrs · Like

Emily McMannes Dawn, I saw both pictures, the one of JZs daughter and the
one of your son. The fact that you can find pornography in innocence and not see
that 'wrestling' video had absolutely nothing to do with anything other than that
seeing as how your son stated that was how the "abuse" started with JS, it seems
just a little strange. As in, had that actually occurred, he would likely be adverse
to 'wrestling' with anyone.
6 hrs · Like · 3

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy what I am picking up from this is that even
after all of this and after retracing your memories for what transpired over the
years with Jerry, the ONLY reason you can come up with for why you think Aaron
was abused by Jerry is that other people (none of whom knew Jerry) told you this
happened. Apparently even Aaron never even told you what happened to this
day!! 

Do you not see how absurd this all is?!!!
6 hrs · Like · 2

Matt Creamer If it happened, and I wanted to help abuse victims and write a
book about it, I certainly would.
6 hrs · Like · 3

Marianne Young This certainly has been more eye opening than that book. 
6 hrs · Like · 3

Matt Creamer Maybe not put them in my book, but I certainly would tell my mom
who sticks up for me and was the mother of the year like you
6 hrs · Like · 1

Matt Creamer Maybe he told you, but you were to drunk to remember?
6 hrs · Like · 1

Emily McMannes Boy...no kidding Marianne.
6 hrs · Like · 1

Tom Ritchey Such a sweet, deumure, and discerning young lady. May she use
and abuse her man, as he appears to enjoy proclaiming his being a "victim" of
men, myths, and maybe her. He's making a very indecent living of that
profession, it seems.
6 hrs · Like · 3

Greg Ford The only sane answer is "yes".... I would tell my mother as soon as I
felt the least bit uncomfortable around any other adult. I would not wait days,
weeks or years to tell my story. Some of these details are just too convenient for
outsiders to believe
6 hrs · Edited · Like · 1

Emily McMannes Personally, if I believed my son had been sexually abused by
ANYONE I would have NO PROBLEM discussing "sex stuff" publicly and would
encourage my son to do the same. The fact that she refers to it as "sex stuff" at
all is telling, IMO.
6 hrs · Like · 5

John Bonner Horse play
6 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy so to be clear...
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You have no reason to believe your son was sexually abused by Jerry other than
what others told you (but not Aaron).

You WANT to believe your son was abused by Jerry. 

You don't blame Penn State but your son took millions from them. 

You admitted you made the claim on my daughter's innocent bath photo and you
just did it again today out of spite. 

You won't answer any direct questions, at least from me.

Do I have that all correct?!
6 hrs · Like · 3

Matt Creamer You realize you participated in a thread on JZ's wall right?
6 hrs · Like

Greg Ford In hindsight you should have done that years ago
6 hrs · Like · 1

Laura Hill She clearly does not understand that social media is not private. Her
'lawyer' is going to crap his pants when he sees this thread.
6 hrs · Like · 4

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy as for being drunk, would you like us to
post your MySpace photos?!
6 hrs · Like · 3

Emily McMannes Save this thread if you haven't already, John Ziegler! But,
bottom line, it's your thread and she's hanging herself on it.
6 hrs · Like · 1

Matt Creamer John, I have it all saved in a PDF file if you want it
5 hrs · Like · 2

Tom Ritchey She's one sad sot of a soul, it seems.

And what she vividly exposes is both the "how" and the "who" really led her son
to his sad personal situation. 

And it wasn't Jerry Sandusky.
5 hrs · Like · 4

Donn Troutman Dawn, I have stayed out of the back and forth in this thread but I
do have a question I hope you will answer honestly. Why did Penn State have the
supposed victims, your son being one of them, sign an agreement waiving their
right to sue the Second Mile Foundation? It seems strange the foundation that
Jerry Sandusky allegedly created and used to cultivate his victims was protected
and not one victim receiving a multi-million dollar settlement objected. If it was me
as a parent of a boy that was sexually abused I would have been beating down
the door of that foundation for answers.
5 hrs · Like · 1

John Bonner Aaron posts over the top photos of his gal laying on a bed covered
by money. And he gets upset that people are making comments?
5 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler Ladies and gentlemen of this thread, if there is ONE thing (of many)
you should take from this thread....

Dawn Renee Hennessy is one of the 2 women Sara Ganim used the day before
Joe Paterno was fired (and before his press conference was cancelled) to turn
this whole thing into a Penn State/Paterno story!!!! 

Very credible source, huh?!!
5 hrs · Like · 9

Emily McMannes Get that flowchart up, brotha! 
5 hrs · Like · 2

Tom Ritchey Aaron's feigned indignation is what he was hoping for. He's dying
for the attention he's killed another to get, it seems.
5 hrs · Edited · Like · 1

Laura Hill Looks like she "gets it" now and is deleting her comments. The quick
wit on this lady is incredible. Up there with her understanding of the correct
grammatical use of 'your' vs 'you're'
5 hrs · Like · 1

Marianne Young I taught Dottie how to print screen the comments. I hope John
& Layton have it already.
5 hrs · Like · 2

Emily McMannes YAY to those who got all of this via print screen or .pdf!!
5 hrs · Like · 1

Carol Bonsell Seems like Aaron's girlfriend is enjoying her new life with her rich
boyfriend. Wouldn't surprise me if she gets pregnant sometime soon. They'll
probably get married only to divorce a year or two later. She gets half (if there is
any left) of his fortune and he has to pay child support.
5 hrs · Like · 6

Emily McMannes Wow - she really did delete all of her comments! Just exactly
what a 'victim' would do, right?
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5 hrs · Like · 3

John Ziegler Thanks everyone for their participation in this very interesting
interchange. Please send me whatever record you may have of this thread to
talktozig@aol.com
5 hrs · Edited · Like · 1

Nams Noodle Matt Creamer You said you had the entire thing on PDF right?
5 hrs · Like · 1

Marianne Young Dottie may have some, I was on the phone with her when
comments started disappearing. I sure hope we didn't lose it....
5 hrs · Like · 1

Frederick J. Hepburn Dawn Renee Hennessey - Hopefully she knows that it is
never to late to tell the truth - to protect yourself from future prosecution and jail
time.
5 hrs · Like · 2

Matt Creamer Yeah I got the entire thing on a beautiful PDF file
5 hrs · Like · 9

John Ziegler So serious question: how many people think Dawn deleting her
comments is a strong sign she knows that her son was not abused by Jerry
Sandusky?
5 hrs · Like · 8

Matt Creamer I think she did a great job of proving his innocence today john. LOL
5 hrs · Like · 4

Marianne Young Dawn did more for Jerry than we could have hoped for. She
also proved why her son is a money-hungry liar.....the Apple didn't fall too far from
the tree.
5 hrs · Like · 2

Lucy Barraco Craig If you go on his FB page that picture is gone!!
5 hrs · Like · 1

Emily McMannes Absolutely. At the VERY VERY LEAST, if she doesn't believe
100% there was no abuse she sure doesn't believe 100% that there was. Her
comments themselves proved it, if you asked me.
5 hrs · Like · 1

Emily McMannes No parent in their right mind, if they truly believed their son had
been abused, would say 90% of the things she did.
5 hrs · Like · 5

Chris Klahr 'Sex stuff.' 

Oh my God.
5 hrs · Like · 1

John Herritt My guess is that the Penn State BOT put itself between a rock and
a hard place with this. If they didn't pay the 'victims' then the media and the public
would accuse Penn State of not caring about the victims of child sexual abuse. If
the University di... See More
5 hrs · Like · 1

Greg Ford I love the comment she made about "she just talked to facebook"!
Really??!!!!! You talked to their help desk or Mr Facebook himself!!! Lol
5 hrs · Like · 4

Marianne Young Maybe she could write a book about it. Lol
5 hrs · Edited · Like · 1

Emily McMannes I talk to Facebook a lot, actually. Lol!
5 hrs · Like · 2

Marianne Young But are you connected?!? Lol 
5 hrs · Like

Chris Klahr She and Mark Zuckerberg are tight.
5 hrs · Like · 1

Emily McMannes Well...nobody said anything about THAT....Lol!
5 hrs · Like · 1

John Herritt I never said that! I never reveal the sources of my intelligence since
I have had a Top Secret security clearence.
5 hrs · Like

Greg Ford She and Al Gore invented the Internet
5 hrs · Like · 2

John Herritt Al Gore never really said that he did! People making up crap!
5 hrs · Like

Frederick J. Hepburn It's really great news that Dawn Renee wrote here - not
only does it show she is getting worried - also shows she may, at times, be a bit
tipsy - which will be of great concern to Aaron's lawyer, who undoubtably told her
to shut the ...., I mean told her to delete the comments she made. , Dawn is now
a lose link, she will slip again, Is Shubin Aaron's lawyer?
5 hrs · Edited · Like · 1
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Paul Matrey Quote from Al Gore, from 3/9/99 : " During my service in the United States
Congress, I took the initiative in creating the internet."
4 hrs · Like · 1

Katrina Blair WOW that was something and it brought out Moma cockroach
even.... I had to laugh at alot of how her and Aaron advocate for others BS they
advocate for themselves only when they go out of state to talk to those that will
"PAY" to have speak then they sell thier trash book and Gillum is always right
beside Aaron. So they all cash in. Dawn tonight really showed people what she
and her family is all about white trash that will lie about anything for money......
don't bother to work cause she never has in her life ....... people need to wake up
cause an GOOD innocent man sits in prison because of scum like this that
lied.......
4 hrs · Edited · Like · 4

Katrina Blair the picture is still there on my page......... if you go to his page.....
4 hrs · Like · 2

Greg Ford Send that pic to every Penn State related FB page
4 hrs · Like · 3

Emily McMannes Makes me wonder who wrote her sections of Aaron's book.
Certainly not her.
4 hrs · Like · 1

Katrina Blair everyone knows that Gillum Ghost wrote the book the shrink ......
4 hrs · Like

Emily McMannes Oh, sure, I know he is a 'co-author' but didn't know if it was him
that actually wrote the whole thing lol. Clearly someone did...neither Aaron or his
mother can string two sentences together in any logical fashion.
4 hrs · Like · 3

Katrina Blair Oh I know that ...lol...
3 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy I talked to my son. He says he will gladly take a lie
detector test only if Zeigler takes down the site and stops his crusade and leaves
us alone!!! He also must publicly apologize and donate that 10 k to the let go let
peace come in foundation. All in writing, before an attorney before he takes the
test!
3 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy When he passes, and he will mr zeigler will have one
week to execute his end of the agreement
3 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Backed into a corner now aren't ya! My son will pass a
lie detector! Didn't think you'd agree... Afraid what you get, the humiliation..
People already laugh about your creepy posts
3 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy You would be laughed right off line.. Ppl will shun u, you
will be a total laughing stalk!
3 hrs · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Well mr zeigler??? No come back now? Didn't think so!
3 hrs · Like

Frederick J. Hepburn 336 comments on this post in 21 hours - Now that's a
following !! People obviously concerned !!
3 hrs · Like · 5

Katrina Blair The cockroach ( Dawn) deleted her comments what a coward. That
shows me she can't stand behind her statements.... SO EXPOSED AS A FRAUD
& LAIR .............
3 hrs · Like · 1

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy first of all, I haven't responded because
when you deleted your previous comments on this thread and then unfriended or
blocked me or whatever else you did, it stopped me from getting notifications for
your posts. Secondly, why in the world would I make such a stupid deal like that?!
That doesn't even make sense. If Aaron wants to take a test I would be happy to
provide him one and we can negotiate what would happen if he passed and he
failed. So let's negotiate that, but first you should explain why you deleted all of
your comments on this thread if you have nothing to fear/hide!
2 hrs · Edited · Like · 10

Matt Creamer Dawn, can you unblock me so I can read your comment.
2 hrs · Like · 2

Emily McMannes What was the deal?
2 hrs · Like · 2

Katrina Blair So Lets Make a DEAL if you're REAL Dawn....
2 hrs · Like · 2

Katrina Blair come on unblock me Dawn I want to know both sides of this story...
but so far you've shown me that greed and lies rank high for your side. Correct
me if I'm wrong
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1 hr · Like · 1

John Ziegler Emily McMannes I'm not even sure I understood the deal.
Something like I take down the website and pay charity $10K before he takes the
test!
1 hr · Like · 1

Emily McMannes Alrighty! Why would he not take the test? Oh, right. I know why.
1 hr · Like · 3

Dawn Renee Hennessy No when he passes it. Your not stupid! He agreed to
take the test if you agree to his terms when he passes it. And he will. Your a
sneak and low life so of course you wouldn't take the deal... The reason I took em
down is because I'm tired of my newsfeed blowing up! You can think about it. I
already sent email to the media saying that Aaron offered this .. We just want u to
leave us alone
1 hr · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Don't change the subject mr zeigler and no I didn't block
you yet! Wouldn't let me!
1 hr · Like

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy so please explain to me your proposal. I
am still confused. So he takes the test and if he passes I take down the website &
pay charity $10K? 

First, I would need to be in charge of the administering of the test, second I need
to know what happens if he doesn't "pass" the test.
1 hr · Like · 2

Dawn Renee Hennessy Plus I believe one of your cronies suggested this! Guess
you are screwed. Who's the liar now!
1 hr · Like

Emily McMannes I'll speak for myself, but if he passes I'll be happy to contribute
to that 10K and I'll bet a lot of other folks would also.
1 hr · Like · 4

Dawn Renee Hennessy No We both agree to test place! Independent ! He
doesn't pass and you prove your point I guess! U can keep following and
harassing and do your thing!
1 hr · Like

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy did you not see that I have already made
you a proposal?!
1 hr · Like · 1

Jim Mannion Sounds like a Pay Per View opportunity on the Prevaricator
Channel
1 hr · Like · 3

Dawn Renee Hennessy And you publicly apologize to these kids! You will go on
national tv in your last day of fame and admit you were wrong
1 hr · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy No you didn't but nice try to turn things your way
1 hr · Like

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy LOL so if he fails nothing happens?! No
dice. We can negotiate the administration (I would have to have approval of
questions) but there is no way we are doing this if there are zero repercussions
for a failed test.
1 hr · Like · 2

Dawn Renee Hennessy Why would u need to be incharge. We can say if he
doesn't I pay for it. He does and you do but only fair to both pick the person to do
test
1 hr · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy You said all I want is the truth zeigler! I'm handing it right
to you. All u gotta do is swallow your pride and accept that when he passes and
he will ppl will harass you. Ppl will laugh at you. Your so called books.. Worthless.
Of course you wouldn't take the offer. Your a total loser
1 hr · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Your poor few min of fame will be gone and John zeigler
goes back to being nobody!
1 hr · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Where's your friends now John? All waiting for you to
make up a plan right... Whatever I'm filing defamation and harassment charges
and I'm going to start a new site and post all your bull. Better shut your closet
door John! We're done!!!
1 hr · Like · 1

Matt Creamer Dawn, I'd be glad to pay up towards this. But if Aaron Fails, he
needs to come on national TV and apologize to Jerry Sandusky, Penn State, and
John Ziegler.
1 hr · Like · 3

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy here is what I will agree to in principle:

Duel approval of lie detector test place & we split costs.
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I get to be there and approve questions 

I own a copy of the results 

If Aaron fully passes (not "inconclusive") I will permanently apologize on the
website, agree in writing to leave you alone, and pay $10K to charity of your
choice. 

If he does not "pass" Aaron must release a signed public statement apologizing
for not having told the truth about his abuse by Jerry Sandusky & agree to a
videotaped interview with me.

Deal?
1 hr · Like · 7

Suze Carragher Jeepers, John! Kudos to you for understanding that dreck
fraught with grammatical errors. I don't engage those who can't be bothered to
use good grammar or use insults.
1 hr · Like · 4

Dawn Renee Hennessy I don't know what that means but I will ask him when he
comes back. You must apologize on national tv. Agreeing in writing doesn't really
mean anything. So no you must go to attorney. File it and stick to it. Website
framing paterno gets taken down. Everything your theories involving my son.
Anything that has to do with that creep sandusky being innocent. Anything you
wrote.. Gone!
1 hr · Like

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy I will agree to permanently apologize on
my website & agree to take down every post that implies Aaron is not telling the
truth. If someone wants to interview me I would be happy to apologize on TV too,
but there is very little chance of any television station being interested in that so I
cannot make that promise.
58 mins · Edited · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy Oh I have one already
1 hr · Like

Dawn Renee Hennessy Ppl don't like you John. But they do me
1 hr · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy No take down everything. Sandusky molested all those
kids and I'm sick of you harassing them. You wanna keep your bull about ncaa,
joepa ect fine but nothing to do with sandusky
57 mins · Like

John Ziegler LOL Dawn Renee Hennessy fine just like if Aaron doesn't pass and
he has to be interviewed by me, I will agree to any interview you want me to do if
he does "pass" but Aaron has to send me an email indicating he agrees to all of
this before I spend a dime putting it together.
55 mins · Like · 2

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy your last ask is logistically impossible
because there is way too much grey area. I will agree to take down everything
regarding Aaron, but that is it. I'm not moving off of that.
54 mins · Like · 2

Dawn Renee Hennessy Sorry. There is no gray area . He either molested kids or
didn't you want the truth and I'm offering it in exchange for those kids not to be
bullied by you. You wanna bully ncaa, Corbett, whoever else who you feel
wronged joe and his legacy that's your choice but your not going to make these
victims go thru anything else I'm sick of it!
46 mins · Like

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy Aaron passing a lie detector test has
ZERO relevance to the vast majority of the accusers and the Allan Myers story
would still be key to exonerating penn state/paterno, so I am not going to agree to
that. Period.
41 mins · Like · 1

Dawn Renee Hennessy Anyone here wanna tell me who Alan Meyers is?
41 mins · Like

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy Allan Myers is the kid who was in the
shower with Jerry when McQueary saw them.
40 mins · Like · 1

Scott E Phillips This is fascinating...
39 mins · Like · 5

Dawn Renee Hennessy How is he the key. What is to exonerate? If sandusky
molested kids on that campus and he did!
39 mins · Like

Abby Miller Hanger not to make light..but can we at least learn the difference in
"your" and "you're"... it's a contraction for the words "you are." It's hard to come
across as anything other than an idiot if you can't adhere to the rules of 1st grade
grammar.
37 mins · Like · 2

John Ziegler Dawn Renee Hennessy Allan gave a declarative statement on the
day Paterno was fired saying that nothing ever happened that night or any other
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time with Jerry. He is the key to the case from a PSU perspective.
37 mins · Like

Bill Porter Allen Myers is Victim 2 who has signed a statement that NOTHING
happened in the shower that night.
36 mins · Like · 1

Katrina Blair Would be nice to see what she is saying cause that would also
prove to people that she is not covering up but so far that is what I see
nothing........
35 mins · Like · 1

Emily McMannes Agreed...this is all very interesting but would be helpful if we
could see the other end of the conversation.
22 mins · Like · 3

Matt Creamer Guys I think dawn blocked all of us who participated in this earlier
thread. I'm sure JZ will fill everyone in when this is all settled.
20 mins · Like · 1

Emily McMannes Ahhh of course. Certainly "we" have no real right to know, it's
just confusing lol.
18 mins · Like · 1

Bill Porter I guess Dawn Renee Hennessy doesn't like hearing V2's story since it
lends doubt on the others including Aaron
14 mins · Like · 2

John Ziegler FYI, Dawn and I have taken this to a direct message discussion.
8 mins · Like · 2

Lisa Knauff Shirk I have a question, how can you say ALL of these boys are not
telling the truth? Were any of you in the court room every day? Did you hear and
see the RAW emotion from these boys and the every steady smirk of Jerry
Sandusky? Why did he/JS not speak or defend himself? There will always be
many many questions we all may have, for this is so close to many of us. Thank
you and have a nice evening
4 mins · Like

Write a comment...

John Ziegler added 2 new photos.
Yesterday at 2:15pm · 

Due to the Super Bowl, this week's Sunday Photo of Grace Ziegler is a little
early. It's also two for one deal as Grace makes her first visit to the Reagan
library and seems well on her way to the 2056 GOP nomination...

Like · Comment · Share

176 people like this.
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View 45 more comments

Tony Whalen Bonus points for pigtails
Yesterday at 7:02pm · Like · 2

Mary Lou Novitski BEST commercial of Super Bowl PRES Kennedy.
23 hrs · Like

Cathy Grove Born Some great people she is standing with! You go Gracie! xxoo
20 hrs · Like · 1

Peggy Stine Awe Grace is so cute~ Very Precious
7 hrs · Like

Write a comment...
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